**Does it fit your reel/rod setup?**

Diameter where rod will be mounted must be between **1.125(1 1/8)- .875(7/8)** for Standard DFP clamp.

Large DFP clamp will fit rod diameters of **1.250(1 ¼)- 1.125(1 1/8)**.

Large Diameter Rod (Super Seeker 6480 CT) Use Large Clamp size

Medium Diameter Rod (Calstar GFGR 800M) Use standard clamp
Small Diameter Rod (Custom Calstar Rod T196) Use standard DFP Clamp

Now to see if it will fit your reel measure the distance from the centerline of your reel foot to the gearbox. It must measure greater than or equal to $13/16 (.812)$. If there is no gear box it will fit your reel.

For Large Clamp the measurement must be greater than or equal to $7/8 (.875)$

Mark made is $13/16$. Measurement is on a Dawia Lexa. Will fit standard DFP Clamp will not fit large clamp.
Measurement reads greater than 7/8 will fit both standard and large clamp. Measurement is on Trinidad 16A.

Last step to verify if it will fit, look under your reel and see if there are any raised surfaces such as studs, molded components, or screws. If they measure less than ¾ inch the clamp will fit.

**All measurements made were measured with a tape measure and eyeballed for sizes. For accurate measurements use calipers or micrometers**